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Classification of lossless first-order optical systems
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Based on the eigenvalues of the ray transformation matrix, a classification of ABCD systems is proposed and
some nuclei (i.e., elementary members) in each class are described. In the one-dimensional case, possible nuclei
are the magnifier, the lens, and the fractional Fourier transformer. In the two-dimensional case we have—in
addition to the obvious concatenations of one-dimensional nuclei—the four combinations of a magnifier or a
lens with a rotator or a shearing operator, where the rotator and the shearer are obviously inherently two-
dimensional. Any ABCD system belongs to one of the classes described in this paper and is similar (in the
sense of matrix similarity of the ray transformation matrices) to the corresponding nucleus. Knowledge of a
nucleus may be helpful in finding eigenfunctions of the corresponding class of first-order optical systems: one
only has to find eigenfunctions of the nucleus and to determine how these functions propagate through a first-
order optical system. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 070.2580, 070.4690, 080.2730, 120.4820.
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. INTRODUCTION
any papers have been published about lossless first-

rder optical systems,1–6 also known as ABCD systems,
nd the linear canonical integral transformation7–9 asso-
iated to these systems. There seems, however, to be no
omplete overview of the different classes that can be dis-
inguished for such systems, except for a paper by Pei and
ing,10 in which the one-dimensional case was treated. In

his paper we will consider the two-dimensional case, i.e.,
ossless first-order optical systems with two transverse co-
rdinates, x and y, combined into a two-dimensional col-
mn vector r= �x ,y�t, and a 4�4 ray transformation ma-
rix T, also known as the ABCD matrix, through which
uch a system can be described. We recall that the ray
ransformation matrix T is real and symplectic.

Our classification will be based on the distribution of
he eigenvalues of the ray transformation matrix, and on
hether or not this matrix is diagonalizable. Our method
ill lead to three classes for the one-dimensional case and

our additional classes for the two-dimensional case. For
ach class we will determine a basic system (a nucleus)
hat satisfies the properties of a lossless first-order optical
ystem (realness and symplecticity) and that is described
y the lowest possible number of parameters. For the one-
imensional case we will thus find such well-known sys-
ems as the magnifier (or the hyperbolic expander; see, for
xample, Ref. 6, p. 183, Example: Hyperbolic expanders),
he thin lens (or a section of free space), and the optical
ractional Fourier transformer.11–16 The two-dimensional
ase leads to some additional nuclei: combinations of an
sotropic magnifier (hyperbolic expander) or an isotropic
ens (section of free space) with a rotator or a shearer.
1084-7529/07/041053-10/$15.00 © 2
Once the nucleus is known, the ray transformation ma-
rix of a system that belongs to a certain class is similar to
he ray transformation matrix of the corresponding
ucleus. So, we can write T=MTnM−1, where Tn is the
ay transformation matrix of the nucleus; moreover, M is
lso a proper ray transformation matrix, associated to a
ossless first-order optical system. We remark that this
imilarity relation resembles the one that would arise if
e try to bring the matrix T into Jordan form,17 but the
roblem with the Jordan form is that it is not guaranteed
hat the properties of realness and symplecticity are pre-
erved. A proof for the fact that M can be chosen to be a
roper ray transformation matrix can be given for each
eparate class that will be considered; see, for instance,
ef. 18 for the class of unimodular eigenvalues. A general
roof can be found in Ref. 19; see, in particular, Theorem
1 in Ref. 19, which deals with the real symplectic Jordan
orm.

From the similarity relation T=MTnM−1, we easily
onclude that if ��r� is an eigenfunction of the nucleus,
hen the function ���r�, say, that arises when we let ��r�
ropagate through the system with ray transformation
atrix M ,��r�→���r�, is an eigenfunction of the cascade
=MTnM−1. This may be immediately clear from the fol-

owing: when the function ���r� is chosen as the input
unction of the cascade MTnM−1, the inverse M system
ill convert it into ��r�, which then acts as an eigenfunc-

ion of the nucleus Tn, after which the forward M system
ransforms ��r� back into the function ���r� with which
e started. But for this to work, the ray transformation
atrix M should be real and symplectic, which is why we

annot simply use the Jordan form, but often need to find
007 Optical Society of America
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proper nucleus instead. Knowledge of the nucleus Tn
ay then be helpful in finding eigenfunctions of the cor-

esponding class of first-order optical systems, decompos-
ble as MTnM−1.
The paper is organized as follows. We first recall the

asic description of a lossless first-order optical system by
eans of its real and symplectic ray transformation ma-

rix T in Section 2. In Section 3 we then consider the dif-
erent possible distributions of the eigenvalues of the real
ymplectic matrix T, in connection with whether or not T
an be diagonalized. The main work is done in Sections 4
nd 5, where for each class of eigenvalue distributions the
orresponding nucleus will be formulated. We will present
he three one-dimensional classes in Section 4 and the
our additional two-dimensional classes in Section 5. In
ection 6 we will show how, from the knowledge of the dif-

erent nuclei, eigenfunctions for the different classes can
e found.

. FIRST-ORDER OPTICAL SYSTEMS
ny lossless first-order optical system can be described by

ts ray transformation matrix,1,5 which relates the posi-
ion ri and direction (or, maybe better, spatial frequency,
hich is proportional to the transversal part of the ray
ector; see the remark at the end of this section) pi of an
ncoming ray to the position ro and direction po of the out-
oing ray:

�ro

po
� = T�ri

pi
� = �A B

C D��ri

pi
� . �1�

he vectors r and p are in general D-dimensional column
ectors, the ray transformation matrix T is 2D�2D, and
ll block matrices are D�D; in this paper we will restrict
urselves to the cases D=1 and D=2. The ray transforma-
ion matrix of such a system is real and symplectic. Sym-
lecticity can be expressed elegantly in the form

�A B

C D�−1

= � Dt − Bt

− Ct At � or T−1 = JTtJ, �2�

ith

J = i�0 − I

I 0 �, J = J−1 = J† = − Jt, �3�

here I is the identity matrix and 0 the null matrix; as
sual, the superscript t denotes transposition, and the su-
erscript † is used to denote the combined action of trans-
osition and complex conjugation. As some well-known
ne-dimensional examples we mention the matrices

TL�f� = � 1 0

− 1/�o f 1�, TS�z� = �1 �oz

0 1 � , �4�

see Ref. 5, Appendixes B.3 and B.4), corresponding to a
ens L�f� with focal length f and to a section of free space
�z� with distance z, acting on light with wavelength �o;
nd, in particular, the matrix13
TF��;w� = � cos � w2 sin �

− w−2 sin � cos � � , �5�

orresponding to a fractional Fourier transformer13–16

�� ;w� with fractional angle � and scaling w.
We recall that in the one-dimensional case, with trans-

ersal coordinate x and longitudinal coordinate z, the spa-
ial frequency px is equal to sin �x /�o, where �x is the
ngle (in the xz plane) between the ray and the z axis.
he extension to two dimensions, with r= �x ,y�t being the

ransversal coordinates, is straightforward; we now have
wo angles, �x and �y, and the spatial frequency takes the
orm p= �px ,py�t= �sin �x /�o ,sin �y /�o�t. We finally note
hat, unlike common practice (see, for example, Ref. 5, Ap-
endixes B.3 and B.4), we do not use reduced quantities,
.e., we do not divide by the index of refraction.

. EIGENVALUES OF REAL SYMPLECTIC
ATRICES

n this paper we propose a classification of first-order op-
ical systems, based on the eigenvalues of the ray trans-
ormation matrix. We recall18 that if � is an eigenvalue of

real symplectic matrix T, then �* ,1 /�, and 1/�* are ei-
envalues, too; as usual, complex conjugation is denoted
y the superscript �. Indeed, from the realness of T, we
onclude that the characteristic equation det�T−�I�=0
as real coefficients and that the eigenvalues are thus
eal or come in complex conjugated pairs: if � is an eigen-
alue, then �* is an eigenvalue, too. Moreover, from the
ymplecticity condition [Eq. (2)] we get

det�T−1 − �I� = det�JTtJ − �I� = det�J�Tt − �I�J�

= det�Tt − �I� = det�T − �I�,

nd we conclude that if � is an eigenvalue, then 1/� is an
igenvalue, too. So, for real symplectic matrices and D
2, the eigenvalues come in complex quartets (if they are

ot unimodular and not real), or in complex conjugated
airs (if they are unimodular, but not real), or in real
airs (in particular, double if equal to +1 or −1). For D
1, the two eigenvalues can, of course, only come as a
ingle pair, either unimodular or real.

Each matrix is similar to a Jordan matrix � (Ref. 17):
=Q�Q−1. The Jordan matrix � has the eigenvalues of T

n its main diagonal, and may or may not have additional
ff-diagonal entries. In the case that T can be diagonal-
zed, its Jordan matrix � does not contain any additional
ff-diagonal entries, and the columns of Q constitute a set
f 2D linearly independent eigenvectors of T. In the case
hat T cannot be diagonalized (which is the same as say-
ng that T does not have a set of 2D linearly independent
igenvectors), the Jordan matrix will contain off-diagonal
ntries, and not all columns of Q are eigenvectors of T.
et us consider the possibilities for D=1 and D=2. For
=1 we have the following three cases.

1. A pair of real eigenvalues, s and s−1 �s� ±1�, with
wo linearly independent eigenvectors; the Jordan matrix
eads
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�M�s� = �s 0

0 s−1� . �6�

his case will be treated in Subsection 4.A. We will con-
ider the special unimodular case s=exp�ik�� as belong-
ng to case 3.

2. Two real eigenvalues, �=1 or �=−1, with only one
igenvector; the Jordan matrix reads

J+��� = �� 1

0 �
� or J−��� = � � 0

− 1 �
� . �7�

his case will be treated in Subsection 4.B. For conve-
ience, when �=1 we will simply write the shorthand
orms J+=J+�1� and J−=J−�1�.

3. A pair of two unimodular, complex conjugated eigen-
alues exp�i�� and exp�−i��, with two linearly indepen-
ent eigenvectors; the Jordan matrix reads

�F��� = �exp�i�� 0

0 exp�− i��� . �8�

his case will be treated in Subsection 4.C. Although the
atrix in Eq. (8) resembles the one in Eq. (6), we will

reat the two cases separately. For D=2 we have, of
ourse, concatenations of the one-dimensional Jordan ma-
rices, where the concatenation operator � is defined as

�a1 b1

c1 d1
� � �a2 b2

c2 d2
� = �

a1 0 b1 0

0 a2 0 b2

c1 0 d1 0

0 c2 0 d2

�;

�9�

concatenation of cases 1 and 2, for example, which we
ill denote as case 1-2, thus yields

�s 0

0 s−1� � �� 1

0 �
� = �

s 0 0 0

0 � 0 1

0 0 s−1 0

0 0 0 �
� . �10�

n addition to these concatenations, the following four in-
erently two-dimensional cases arise.
4. A complex quartet of eigenvalues s exp�i��,

exp�−i��, s−1 exp�−i��, and s−1 exp�i�� �s� ±1�, with four
inearly independent eigenvectors; the Jordan matrix
eads

�
s exp�i�� 0 0 0

0 s exp�− i�� 0 0

0 0 s−1 exp�− i�� 0

0 0 0 s−1 exp�i��
� .

�11�

his case will be treated in Subsection 5.A. Note that the
pecial unimodular case s=exp�ik�� is considered to be-
ong to case 3-3.
5. Two identical pairs of unimodular, complex conju-
ated eigenvalues, exp �i�� and exp�−i��, with only two
inearly independent eigenvectors; the Jordan matrix
eads

�J+�exp�i��� 0

0 J+�exp�− i���
�

or �J−�exp�i��� 0

0 J−�exp�− i���� . �12�

his case will be treated in Subsection 5.B.
6. Two identical pairs of real eigenvalues, s and s−1

s� ±1�, with only two linearly independent eigenvectors;
he Jordan matrix reads

�J+�s� 0

0 J+�s−1�� or �J−�s� 0

0 J−�s−1�� . �13�

his case will be treated in Subsection 5.C. Again, al-
hough the matrices in Eq. (13) resemble the ones in Eq.
12), we will treat the two cases separately. Note that the
pecial unimodular case s=exp�ik�� is considered to be-
ong to case 5.

7. Four real eigenvalues �=1 or �=−1, with only one
igenvector; the Jordan matrix reads

�
� 1 0 0

0 � 1 0

0 0 � 1

0 0 0 �
� or �

� 0 0 0

− 1 � 0 0

0 − 1 � 0

0 0 − 1 �
� .

�14�

his case will be treated in Subsection 5.D.
An overview of all possible two-dimensional eigenvalue

istributions is presented in Table 1, where the coeffi-
ients a1=a3 and a2 of the characteristic equation
et�T−�I�=�4−a3�3+a2�2−a1�+1=0 are expressed in
erms of the eigenvalues for the different two-dimensional
ases; the different one-dimensional cases have been ex-
ensively treated by Pei and Ding.10 We recall that the co-
fficient a3 is the sum of the four entries on the main di-
gonal of T, while the coefficient a2 is the sum of the six
�2 determinants that can be built on this diagonal. The
oefficient a1, which is in general the sum of the four 3
3 determinants that can be built on the main diagonal,

s equal to a3, since both � and �−1 are solutions of the
haracteristic equation, as mentioned before; so, the coef-
cient a1 need not be calculated separately. In terms of
he trace and the determinant of the submatrices A ,B ,C,
nd D, the coefficients read a1=Tr�A�+Tr�D� and
2=det�A�+det�D�+Tr�A�Tr�D�−Tr�BC�.
The different cases can be represented elegantly in an

1-a2 plane (Fig. 1). Two lines (1 and 2) and one parabola
3) are relevant.

1. a2=2a1−2:

a2 � 6 occupied by case 1-2,

a2 	 − 2 occupied by case 1-2,

− 2 
 a 
 6 occupied by case 2-3;
2
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2. a2=−2a1−2:

a2 � 6 occupied by case 1-2,

a2 	 − 2 occupied by case 1-2,

− 2 
 a2 
 6 occupied by case 2-3;

3. a2=2+a1
2 /4:

a2 � 6 occupied by case 6,

2 
 a2 
 6 occupied by case 5;

ogether with the three points

Table 1. Coefficients for the D

ase Eigenvalues

-1 s1,2
±1

-2 s±1 ,� double
-3 s±1 ,exp�±i��

s±1exp�±i��
s±1 double

-2 �1,2 double

-3 � double,exp�±i��
-3 exp�±i�1,2�

exp�±i�� double
� fourfold

aCoefficients a1=a3 and a2 of the characteristic equation �4−a3�3+a2�2−a1�
,s1 ,s2� ±1 and � ,�1 ,�2=±1. All cases with unimodular eigenvalues appear in col

ig. 1. Different areas for the two-variable cases 1-1, 1-3, 3-3
boundaries included), and 4. For the one-variable cases we have
ase 1-2, lines 1 and 2 (a2�6 or a2	−2); case 2-3, lines 1 and 2
−2
a2
6�; case 5, parabola �a2
6�; case 6, parabola �a2�6�.
or the isolated points we have case 2-2, �a1 ,a2�= �±4,6� or

a1 ,a2�= �0,−2� and case 7, �a1 ,a2�= �±4,6�. Cases 2-2, 2-3, 3-3, 5,
nd 7 correspond to unimodular eigenvalues, while the other
ases have two (cases 1-2 and 1-3) or four (cases 1-1, 4, and 6)
onunimodular eigenvalues.
�a1,a2� = �4,6� occupied by cases 2-2 and 7,

�a1,a2� = �− 4,6� occupied by cases 2-2 and 7,

�a1,a2� = �0,− 2� occupied by case 2-2.

he area between the two lines and the parabola, the
oundaries included, is occupied by case 3-3 and contains
he unimodular eigenvalues. The areas between line 1
nd the parabola �a2�6�, between line 2 and the parabola
a2�6�, and between lines 1 and 2 �a2	−2�, the bound-
ries themselves not included, are occupied by case 1-1.
he area above the parabola �a2�2�, the parabola itself
ot included, is occupied by case 4. The two remaining ar-
as, the lines 1 and 2 themselves not included, are occu-
ied by case 1-3. We remark that only the two-variable
ases 1-1, 1-3, 3-3, and 4 occupy two-dimensional areas,
s can be expected; the other cases occupy only lines (the
ne-variable cases 1-2, 2-3, 5, and 6) or isolated points
cases 2-2 and 7).

The problem with the common Jordan matrix associ-
ted to a real symplectic matrix is that it does not auto-
atically preserve the properties of realness [Eqs. (8),

11), and (12)] and symplecticity [Eq. (14)]. Instead of the
ordan matrix, we therefore look for other matrices in
hese four cases: matrices with a minimum number of pa-
ameters, which do preserve these properties. Since we
nly deal with D=1 and D=2, we can easily formulate
hese matrices. For higher-dimensional real symplectic
atrices, we refer to the paper by Lin et al.,19 in particu-

ar Theorem 41. We remark that Lin et al.19 treat both
ymplectic and Hamiltonian matrices. In view of this, the
eader may also benefit from a comparison of our results
or real symplectic matrices to those for Hamiltonian ma-
rices as described in Ref. 6 (Chapter 12, Hamiltonian or-
its). Since Hamiltonian matrices are the logarithms of
ymplectic matrices, our Fig. 1, for example, may be di-
ectly connected to Figs. 12.3 and 12.4 in Ref. 6.

. NUCLEI OF REAL SYMPLECTIC
ATRICES: ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
e will now present nuclei for the three cases that may

ccur for D=1.

ent Two-Dimensional Casesa

a1=a3 a2

1�+ �s2+s2
−1� 2+ �s1+s1

−1��s2+s2
−1�

�+2�= �s+s−1�±2 2+2��s+s−1�=2±2�s+s−1�
�+2 cos � 2+2�s+s−1�cos �
1�cos � 2+ �s2+s−2�+2 cos 2�
1� 2+ �s+s−1�2

2�= 	±4
0

2+4�1�2= 	 6
−2

s ��= ±2+2 cos � 2+4� cos �=2±4 cos �

1+cos �2� 2+4 cos �1 cos �2

2+4 cos2 �

2+4�2=6

for the different two-dimensional cases. The variables s ,s1 ,s2 ,� ,�1 ,�2 are real,
rows 2-2 through 7.
iffer

�s1+s1
−

�s+s−1

�s+s−1

2�s+s−

2�s+s−

2��1+�

2��+co
2�cos �

4 cos �

4�= ±4

+1=0
umn a
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. Magnifier M„s…: Case 1 [Eq. (6)]
he magnifier M�s�, with ray transformation matrix

TM�s� = �M�s� = �s 0

0 s−1� , �15�

s an obvious nucleus for the case of a pair of two (gener-
lly different) real eigenvalues: s and s−1. In particular,
e have the unity operator TM�1�=I when s=1 and the

oordinate reverter TM�−1�=−I when s=−1. In general,
e will restrict ourselves to real eigenvalues s that are
ositive; in the case of negative real eigenvalues we sim-
ly add an additional coordinate reverter −I to the
ucleus.
Another possible nucleus in this class would be the

ame magnifier M�s� embedded in between a fractional
ourier transformer F�−� /4 ;w� and its inverse. The cor-
esponding ray transformation matrix of this nucleus
eads, with s=exp����0,

TF�− �/4;w�TM�exp ��TF��/4;w�

= � cosh � w2 sinh �

w−2 sinh � cosh � � 
 TH��;w�, �16�

nd is associated to a so-called hyperbolic expander (see
ef. 6, p. 183, Example: Hyperbolic expanders). Any diag-
nalizable ABCD system from this class (i.e., with AD
BC=1 and �A+D � �2) can be decomposed as a hyper-
olic expander H�� ;w� embedded in between two lenses
ith opposite focal lengths. For the ABCD matrix we thus
et

T = �A B

C D� =
A + D

�A + D�� 1 0

− g 1�
�� cosh � w2 sinh �

w−2 sinh � cosh � ��1 0

g 1� , �17�

here � and w2 follow from �A+D � =2 cosh � and B�A
D� / �A+D � =w2 sinh �, and g=1/�o f follows from A−D
2gB. Note that the expression �A+D� / �A+D� equals ei-

her +1 or −1 for the two possible cases A+D�2 and A
D
−2, respectively.

. Lens L„f… and Free Space S„z…: Case 2 [Eq. (7)]
he lens L�f� and a section of free space S�z� with ray
ransformation matrices TL�f� and TS�z� [Eqs. (4)], respec-
ively, are obvious nuclei for the case of two identical ei-
envalues �=1 with only one eigenvector. The case of two
egative eigenvalues �=−1 can easily be dealt with,
gain, by means of an additional coordinate reverter.
The case of a double eigenvalue �= ±1 corresponds to

he case where the diagonal entries of the 2�2 ABCD
atrix satisfy the condition A+D= ±2, and which has

een extensively treated by Pei and Ding (Ref. 10, Section
V). If A=D= ±1, the system is obviously either a unity
perator (for B=C=0), or a section of free space (for B
�oz ,C=0), or a lens (for B=0,C=−1/�o f), possibly with
n additional coordinate reversion (if �=−1). For A�D
and consequently BC=AD−1	0), the system can always
e presented as a lens with g=1/�o f (or as a section of
ree space; see Ref. 10, Sections IV.D and IV.E) embedded
n between an abcd system (with ad−bc=1) and its in-
erse, and possibly with an additional coordinate rever-
ion. In detail we have

T = �A B

C D� = �a b

c d��±1�� 1 0

− g 1�� d − b

− c a �
= �±1��1 − bdg b2g

− d2g 1 + bdg� , �18�

here, for example, a and d�0 can be chosen arbitrarily,
= �2B / �D−A��d , c= �ad−1� /b, and g= �1−�−1A� /bd. Note
hat the two-dimensional column vector �b ,d�t=q1 is the
only) eigenvector (with Tq1=�q1), whereas �a ,c�t=q2 is a
eneralized eigenvector [with T�q2+gq1�=�q2]. To con-
ert the lens into free space, or vice versa, if necessary, we
imply embed it into a Fourier transformer and its in-
erse [see Eq. (5)] and get

� 0 w2

− w−2 0 �� 1 0

− g 1�� 0 − w2

w−2 0 � = �1 gw4

0 1 � .

�19�

ote that this relation can be used to realize a section of
ree space with a negative distance z	0, using a diver-
ent lens �g=1/�o f	0�.

For completeness, we also give the decomposition in the
orm where a section of free space with h=�oz is embed-
ed in between an abcd system and its inverse:

T = �A B

C D� = �a b

c d��±1��1 h

0 1�� d − b

− c a �
= �±1��1 − ach a2h

− c2h 1 + ach� , �20�

here now, for example, a�0 and d can be chosen arbi-
rarily, c= ��D−A� /2B�a , b= �ad−1� /c, and h= �1
�−1A� /ac. Note that the two-dimensional column vector

a ,c�t=q1 is the (only) eigenvector (with Tq1=�q1),
hereas �b ,d�t=q2 is the generalized eigenvector [with
�q2−hq1�=�q2].

. Fractional Fourier Transformer F„� ;w…: Case 3
Eq. (8)]
he fractional Fourier transformer F�� ;w�, with ray

ransformation matrix TF�� ;w� [Eq. (5)]

TF��;w� =
1

�2
� 1 iw2

iw−2 1 �
��exp�i�� 0

0 exp�− i����2� 1 iw2

iw−2 1 �−1


 QF�w��F���QF
−1�w�, �21�

s an obvious nucleus for the case of a pair of two (gener-
lly different) complex conjugated unimodular eigenval-
es exp�i�� and exp�−i��. Note that the eigenvalue matrix
F��� [Eq. (8)] and the eigenvector matrix QF�w� are com-
lex, and that the eigenvalue matrix itself thus cannot act
s the ray transformation matrix of a proper nucleus.
For this class we can decompose the diagonalizable

BCD matrix (with AD−BC=1 and �A+D � 
2) as
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T = �A B

C D�
= � 1 0

− g 1�� cos � w2 sin �

− w−2 sin � cos � ��1 0

g 1� ,

�22�

here � and w2 follows from A+D=2 cos � and B
w2 sin �, and g=1/�o f follows again from A−D=2gB.
ote the resemblance to the case of the real eigenvalues

Eq. (17)]; the two lenses now embed a fractional Fourier
ransformer instead of a hyperbolic expander. The M
lass (Subsection 4.A) and the F class (Subsection 4.C)
ouch each other for A=D=1 and B=C=0, in which case
he (double) eigenvalues are either +1 or −1, and thus
in �=�=0.

. NUCLEI OF REAL SYMPLECTIC
ATRICES: TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE
class of separable nuclei for two-dimensional optical

ystems, D=2, can be constructed by concatenation of
ne-dimensional nuclei. We thus get, for example, sepa-
able nuclei such as a separable magnifier M�sx ,sy� [Eq.
15)], an anamorphic separable lens L�fx , fy� [Eqs. (4)],
nd a separable fractional Fourier transformer
��x ,�y ;wx ,wy� [Eq. (5)], with ray transformation matri-

es

TM�sx,sy� = TM�sx� � TM�sy�, �23�

TL�fx,fy� = TL�fx� � TL�fy�, �24�

TF��x,�y;wx,wy� = TF��x;wx� � TF��y;wy�, �25�

hich correspond to cases 1-1, 2-2, and 3-3, respectively.
uclei from different classes can be concatenated as well.
e thus get, for example,

TM�sx� � TL�fy�, �26�
TM�sx� � TF��y;wy�, �27� I
TL�fx� � TF��y;wy�, �28�

or the three classes 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3, respectively. By
ombining a lens in the x dimension with a fractional Fou-
ier transformer in the y dimension, we get a nucleus
ith the ray transformation matrix TL�fx� � TF��y ;wy�:

�
1 0 0 0

0 cos �y 0 wy
2 sin �y

− 1/��fx 0 1 0

0 − wy
−2 sin �y 0 cos �y

� . �29�

The four remaining two-dimensional nuclei, corre-
ponding to the cases 4, 5, 6, and 7, are inherently two-
imensional: one nucleus (case 4) with a still sufficient
umber of four linearly independent eigenvectors, and
he other three nuclei (cases 5, 6, and 7) with fewer eigen-
ectors. We will be able to choose all four remaining nu-
lei such that they will perform operations between con-
ugate planes, like a magnifier and a lens do [with B=0],
nd to realize these nuclei in practice we need combina-
ions of a rotator or a shearer with an isotropic magnifier
r an isotropic lens. Note that the rotator and the shearer
re inherently two-dimensional, whereas the isotropic
agnifier and the isotropic lens are concatenations of

heir one-dimensional versions.

. Rotator–Magnifier Combination M„s ,s…R„�…: Case 4
Eq. (11)]
here is one obvious case in the realm of diagonalizable
eal symplectic matrices that can only occur for D�1,
iz., the one in which we have a full complex quartet of
igenvalues: � ,�* ,1 /�, and 1/�*, with � not unimodular
nd not real. A possible nucleus for this class, with eigen-
alues s exp�±i�� and s−1 exp�±i��, is the system with ray
ransformation matrix

TMR��,s� = �sR��� 0

0 s−1R���� , �30�

here the 2�2 matrix R��� is the rotation matrix

R��� = � cos � sin �

− sin � cos �� . �31�
n detail we have
TMR��,s� = �
s cos � s sin � 0 0

− s sin � s cos � 0 0

0 0 s−1 cos � s−1 sin �

0 0 − s−1 sin � s−1 cos �
�,

=
1

�2�
1 i 0 0

i 1 0 0

0 0 1 − i

0 0 − i 1
��

s exp�i�� 0 0 0

0 s exp�− i�� 0 0

0 0 s−1 exp�− i�� 0

0 0 0 s−1 exp�i��
��2�

1 i 0 0

i 1 0 0

0 0 1 − i

0 0 − i 1
�

−1

.

�32�
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ote again that the eigenvalue matrix [Eq. (11)] and the
igenvector matrix are complex, and that the eigenvalue
atrix thus cannot act as the ray transformation matrix

f a proper nucleus.
The matrix TMR�� ,s� is clearly the ray transformation
atrix of a combination of a rotator R��� [also called im-

ge gyrator; see Ref. 20, Eq. (49)] with ray transformation
atrix

TR��� = �R��� 0

0 R���� , �33�

nd an isotropic magnifier M�s ,s� [Eqs. (15) and (23)]:

TMR��,s� = TM�s,s�TR��� = TR���TM�s,s�. �34�

ote that the matrices TR��� and TM�s ,s� in the latter ex-
ression commute and that the order in the cascade does
ot matter. Note also that TMR�� ,s� reduces to a rotator
R��� for s=1, and to an isotropic magnifier TM�s ,s� for
=0.
From the general input–output relationship

fo�r� = fi�A−1r�exp�i�rtCA−1r�/��det A�, �35�

hich holds for a linear canonical transformation fi�r�
fo�r� in the special case that B=0, we immediately de-

ive the input–output relation for the rotator–magnifier
ombination [with A=sR��� and C=0] as

sfo�sx,sy� = fi�x cos � − y sin �, x sin � + y cos ��, �36�

r in polar coordinates (with x=r cos � and y=r sin �):

sfo�sr,�� = fi�r,� + ��. �37�

As we converted, in Subsection 4.A, the magnifier
�exp �� into a hyperbolic expander H�� ;w� by embed-

ing it in between a fractional Fourier transformer with
ractional angle −� /4 and its inverse [Eq. (16)], we can do
he same here to find an alternative nucleus: a combina-
ion of an isotropic hyperbolic expander and a rotator—
�� ,� ;w ,w�R���.

. Rotator–Lens Combination L„f ,f…R„�…: Case 5
Eq. (12)]
rom the nondiagonalizable matrices, let us first consider
he case of a double pair of complex conjugated unimodu-
ar eigenvalues. A possible nucleus for this class, with
ouble eigenvalues exp�±i��, is the system with ray trans-
ormation matrix

TLR��;f� = � R��� 0

− �1/�o f�R��� R���� , �38�

hich is a (commuting) combination of a rotator R��� [Eq.
33)] and an isotropic lens L�f , f� [Eqs. (4) and (24)]:

TLR��;f� = TL�f,f�TR��� = TR���TL�f,f�. �39�

he input–output relation of this system [with A=R���
nd C=−�1/��f�R���] reads

fo�x,y� = fi�x cos � − y sin �, x sin � + y cos ��

�exp�− i��1/�o f��x2 + y2��, �40�

r in polar coordinates again
fo�r,�� = fi�r,� + ��exp�− i��1/�o f�r2�. �41�

Just as a lens and a section of free space are each
thers’ Fourier transforms [Eq. (19)], we can also find an
lternative nucleus F�� /2 ;w�L�f , f�R���F�−� /2 ;w�
S�w4 /�o f�R��� by embedding the rotator–lens combina-

ion in between a Fourier transformer and its inverse.

. Shearer–Magnifier Combination M„s ,s…Z: Case 6
Eq. (13)]
et us now consider the case of a double pair of real ei-
envalues; as mentioned before, we will restrict ourselves
o the case of positive real eigenvalues. A possible nucleus
or this class, with double eigenvalues s and s−1, is the
ystem with ray transformation matrix

TMZ�s� = �sJ+ 0

0 s−1J−
� = �sI 0

0 s−1I��J+ 0

0 J−
� ,

�42�

hich is a (commuting) combination of a shearer Z with
ay transformation matrix

TZ = �J+ 0

0 J−
� , �43�

nd an isotropic magnifier M�s ,s�:

TMZ�s� = TM�s,s�TZ = TZTM�s,s�. �44�

he input–output relation of this system [with A
sJ+ and C=0] reads

sfo�sx,sy� = fi�x − y,y�, �45�

hich represents, apart from a magnification with s, a
imple shearing of the x coordinate.

Using the Iwasawa decomposition21 (see also Ref. 6,
ections 9.5 and 10.2), we can express the shearer as a
ascade of a magnifier M and a rotator R:

TZ = �J+ 0

0 J−
� = ��J+J+

t �1/2 0

0 �J+J+
t �−1/2�

���J+J+
t �−1/2J+ 0

0 �J+J+
t �−1/2J+

� . �46�

ith � the golden ratio, �= ��5+1� /2=2/ ��5−1� satisfy-
ng the quadratic equation �2−�−1=0, the eigenvalues of
+J+

t are �2 and �−2, and we can write the similarity re-
ation

J+J+
t = �� − 1

1 � ���2 0

0 �−2��� − 1

1 � �−1

. �47�

e thus find

�J+J+
t �1/2 = �� − 1

1 � ��� 0

0 �−1��� − 1

1 � �−1

=
1

� �3 1

1 2� 
 �s11 s12

s s � , �48�

5 12 22
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�J+J+
t �−1/2J+ =

1

�5
�3 1

1 2�−1�1 1

0 1� =
1

�5
� 2 1

− 1 2�

 R��, �49�

e conclude that a shearer can be realized as an anamor-
hic magnifier preceded by a rotator whose rotation angle
is determined by cos =2/�5 and sin =1/�5. The an-

morphic magnifier itself can be represented as a sepa-
able magnifier M�� ,�−1� embedded in between a rotator
��� and its inverse, R���M�� ,�−1�R�−��, where �=
arccot �. The two adjacent rotators can, of course, be
ombined, so that the shearer can finally be realized as a
eparable magnifier embedded in between two rotators:

Z = R�− arccot ��M��,�−1�R�arccot � + arccot 2�.

�50�

. Shearer–Lens Combination L„f ,f…Z: Case 7 [Eq.
14)]

e finally consider the case of a fourfold eigenvalue �=1;
or convenience we restrict ourselves again to the case �
1, while the case �=−1 would simply require an addi-

ional coordinate reverter −I. A possible nucleus for this
lass is the system with ray transformation matrix

TLZ�f� = � J+ 0

− �1/�o f�J+ J−
�

= � I 0

− �1/�o f�I I��J+ 0

0 J−
� , �51�

hich is a (not commuting) combination of a shearer Z
ith an isotropic lens L�f , f�:

TLZ = TL�f,f�TZ. �52�

he input–output relation of this system [with A=J+ and
=−�1/�o f�J+] reads

fo�x,y� = fi�x − y,y�exp�− i��1/�o f��x2 + y2��. �53�

ust as a lens and a section of free space are each others’
ourier transforms [Eq. (19)], we can also find an alterna-
ive nucleus F�� /2 ;w�L�f , f�ZF�−� /2 ;w�=S�w4 /�o f�Z� by
mbedding the shearer–lens combination in between a
ourier transformer and its inverse. The ray transforma-
ion matrices of the shearers Z� and Z differ only in the

Table 2. Seven Classes o

M�s� or H�ln s ; · � Section L�·� or

s ,s−1 4.A 1, 1

��� sei� ,se−i� ,s−1e−i� ,s−1ei� 5.A ei� ,ei�

s ,s ,s−1 ,s−1 5.C 1,1,1,1
Z and

aSeven classes of eigenvalue distributions � for first-order optical systems and th
enses L�·� or sections of free space S�·�, fractional Fourier transformers F�� ; · �, rota
tated explicitly.

bNucleus for the one-dimensional class of Subsection 4.C is a fractional Fourier
cPossible nuclei for the two-dimensional class of Subsection 5.D are a shearer Z
ositions of the Jordan blocks J+ and J− [Eq. (43)], and we
ave TZ

−1=TZ
t .

The results of Sections 4 and 5 have been combined in
able 2, where for each of the seven classes the corre-
ponding nucleus can be extracted. The nucleus for the
lass presented in Subsection 5.D, for example, with four
igenvalues equal to 1 and with only one eigenvector, con-
ists of a combination of a shearer Z followed by a lens L
or a section of free space S), and the two subsystems do
ot commute.

. EIGENFUNCTIONS OF FIRST-ORDER
PTICAL SYSTEMS
ny lossless first-order optical system is associated to a

inear canonical integral transformation, fi�r�→ fo�r�
T T�fi�·���r�, parameterized by the ray transformation
atrix T of the first-order optical system. If the subma-

rix B in the ray transformation matrix is not singular,
he canonical transformation can be represented by Col-
ins’ integral7:

fo�ro� = T T�fi�ri���ro� =
1

�det iB


−�

�

fi�ri�

�exp�i��ri
tB−1Ari − 2ri

tB−1ro + ro
tDB−1ro��dri.

�54�

n the limit B→0 (and hence A−1=Dt exists), the trans-
ormation reduces to the form given in Eq. (35). The case
hat B is singular but B�0 can be treated as well, at
east for D=2.22

Knowledge of a nucleus Tn may be helpful in finding
igenfunctions of the corresponding class of first-order op-
ical systems, decomposable as MTnM−1. Indeed, if ��r�
s a known eigenfunction of the nucleus Tn, then

M���.���r� is an eigenfunction of the cascade MTnM−1.
his is immediately clear from the following: when the

unction T M���·���r� is chosen as the input function of the
ascade MTnM−1, the inverse M system will convert it
nto ��r�, which then acts as an eigenfunction of the
ucleus Tn, after which the forward M system transforms
�r� back again into the function T M���·���r� with which
e started.

envalue Distributionsa

Section F�� ; · � Section

4.B ci� , e−i�b 4.Cb

i� 5.B
5.Dc

do not commute

sponding nuclei, composed of magnifiers M�s� or hyperbolic expanders H�lns ; · �,
�, and shearers Z. Obvious concatenations of one-dimensional nuclei have not been

er F�� ; · �.

d by a lens L�·� or followed by a section of free space S�·�.
f Eig

S�·�

,e−i� ,e−

	L ,S�

eir corre
tors R��

transform

followe
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. Lens, Free Space, and Fractional Fourier
ransformer: Cases 2 and 3
e recall that the lens L�f� and a section of free space

�z�, i.e., the two one-dimensional nuclei presented in
ubsection 4.B, can be described as

fo�x� = fi�x�exp�− i��1/�o f�x2�, �55�

fo�xo� =
1

�i�oz


−�

�

fi�xi�exp�i���oz��xo − xi�2�dxi, �56�

espectively. The Dirac delta function ��x−�� is an eigen-
unction for any multiplication operator, with eigenvalue
xp�−i��1/�o f��2� in the particular case of a lens L�f�; and
he harmonic signal (or plane wave) exp�i2�ux� is an
igenfunction for any convolution operator, with eigen-
alue exp�i���oz�u2� in the particular case of a section of
ree space S�z�. With M being a 2�2 abcd matrix, we eas-
ly conclude that exp�i�b−1�dx2−2�x�� is an eigenfunction
f the system with ray transformation matrix MTL�f�M−1,
hich belongs to the class presented in Subsection 4.B.
or example, for the particular case that M represents a
ourier transformer F�−� /2 ;w�, with a=d=0, b=−w2,
nd c=w−2 [Eq. (19)], we get the eigenfunctions
xp�i2��x /w2� of a section of free space, which are plane
aves, as expected.
We also recall16 that the Hermite–Gauss modes

k�x ;w��exp�−�x2 /w2�Hk��2�x /w� [k=0,1, . . . ; Hk�·�
re the Hermite polynomials] are eigenfunctions of the
ractional Fourier transformer F�� ;w�, i.e., the
nimodular-class nucleus presented in Subsection 4.C,
ith eigenvalues exp�−ik� /2�. Consequently, systems

rom the class of Subsection 4.C, with ray transformation
atrix MTF���M−1, have as eigenfunctions the Hermite–
auss-type modes Hk

M�x ;w�=T M�Hk�· ;w���x� (Ref. 23),
hich can be found by letting the Hermite–Gauss modes
k�x ;w� propagate through the abcd system.

. Magnifier, Rotator–Magnifier, and Rotator–Lens
ombinations: Cases 1, 4, and 5
hile the input–output relationship for the magnifier
�s�, i.e., the real-class nucleus [Subsection 4.A], reads

�s�1/2fo�sx� = fi�x�, �57�

he complex-quartet-class nucleus M�s ,s�R��� [Subsec-
ion 5.A] and the double-unimodular-class nucleus [Sub-
ection 5.B] can easily be described in polar coordinates
Eqs. (37) and (41)]. While powers xk are evidently eigen-
unctions of the real-class nucleus M�s� with eigenvalues
s�−1/2s−k, signals of the form rk exp�im�� are eigenfunc-
ions of the complex-quartet-class nucleus M�s ,s�R���
ith eigenvalues s−1/2s−k exp�im��, and signals of the form

�r−��exp�im�� are eigenfunctions of the double-
nimodular-class nucleus L�f , f�R��� with eigenvalues
xp�im��exp�−i��1/�o f��2�.

From the powers xk we derive that the eigenfunctions
f the system with ray transformation matrix
TM�s�M−1, which belongs to the class presented in Sub-

ection 4.A, take the same mathematical form as the
ermite–Gauss-type modes but with complex arguments.
or example, for the particular case that M represents a

ractional Fourier transformer F�−� /4 ;w�, with a=d
1/�2,b=−w2 /�2, and c=w−2/�2 [Eq. (16)], we get the
igenfunctions Hk�x ;�iw2��exp�i�x2 /w2�Hk��2�x /�iw2�
f the hyperbolic expander.24 Note that these eigenfunc-
ions show a chirplike behavior in contrast to the
aussian-like behavior of the normal Hermite–Gauss
odes (see also Ref. 10, Sections V.B and V.C).
Eigenfunctions of the systems that belong to the classes

resented in Subsections 5.A and 5.B can be found along
he same lines, using the functions rk exp�im�� and
�r−��exp�im��, respectively. As a first example, let us de-
ermine eigenfunctions of the system with ray transfor-
ation matrix MTLR�� ; f�M−1, which belongs to the class

resented in Subsection 5.B, for the special case that M is
sotropic (i.e., with submatrices aI , bI , cI, and dI). We
herefore have to calculate the integral


0

�
0

2�

��ri − ��exp�im�i�

�exp�i�b−1�ari
2 − 2rir cos��i − �� + dr2��ridrid�i

= � exp�i�b−1�a�2 + dr2��exp�im��

�
0

2�

exp�− i2�b−1�r cos��i − �� + im��i − ���d�i

= � exp�i�b−1�a�2 + dr2��

�exp�im��2��− i�mJm�2�b−1�r�, �58�

nd we conclude that functions of the form
xp�i�b−1dr2�exp�im��Jm�2�b−1�r� are eigenfunctions of
his system. As a second example, we determine eigen-
unctions of the systems with ray transformation matrix

TMR�� ,s�M−1, which belongs to the class presented in
ubsection 5.A, for the special case again that M is iso-
ropic. We now have to calculate the integral


0

�
0

2�

ri
k exp�im�i�

�exp�i�b−1�ari
2 − 2rir cos��i − �� + dr2��ridrid�i

= exp�i�b−1dr2�exp�im��2��− i�m

�
0

�

ri
k+1exp�i�b−1ari

2�Jm�2�b−1rir�dri. �59�

. Shearer–Magnifier and Shearer–Lens Combinations:
ases 6 and 7
he same can be done for the systems that belong to the
lasses presented in Subsections 5.C and 5.D. However,
roper eigenfunctions of the nuclei for these classes are
till to be found.

. CONCLUSION
e have presented a classification of one- and two-

imensional real symplectic matrices, based on the distri-
ution of the eigenvalues of the matrix and on whether or
ot it can be diagonalized. Subsequently, for each class we
ave formulated simple lossless first-order optical sys-
ems that can be considered as a nucleus for this class:
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he nucleus is described by as few parameters as possible
nd its ray transformation matrix satisfies the properties
f realness and symplecticity. We have thus suggested: (1)
he magnifier (and a hyperbolic expander), (2) the lens
and a section of free space), and (3) a fractional Fourier
ransformer as nuclei for the three classes that arise in
he one-dimensional case. For the two-dimensional case
e have suggested, in addition to the obvious concatena-

ions of one-dimensional nuclei, the four inherently two-
imensional combinations: (4) an isotropic magnifier (or
yperbolic expander) with a rotator, (5) an isotropic lens

or section of free space) with a rotator, (6) an isotropic
agnifier (or hyperbolic expander) with a shearing opera-

or, and (7) an isotropic lens (or section of free space) with
shearing operator.
Any first-order optical system belongs to one of the

lasses described in this paper and is similar (in the sense
f matrix similarity of the ray transformation matrices) to
he corresponding nucleus. We have shown how know-
edge of the nucleus may be helpful in finding eigenfunc-
ions of the corresponding class of first-order optical sys-
ems and of the linear canonical integral transformation
hat is associated to each system: one only has to find
igenfunctions of the (simple) nucleus and to determine
ow these functions propagate through a first-order opti-
al system.

The nuclei of those systems whose eigenvalues are uni-
odular (cases 2-2, 2-3, 3-3, 5, and 7) might be useful for

he design of stable optical resonators.
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